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#### INGRESS 7.2
- A new User Report that displays the Enrollment Log for students will be available for INGRESS Campus Administrators.
- A new Enrollment Count Summary Report that displays student enrollment count in each course section will be available for INGRESS Campus Administrators.
- INGRESS will create user records in the LMS for registered students and instructors whose user records do not exist, and particularly for students who have not registered for classes in a number of years.
- A new report will be created that displays enrollments that INGRESS is unable to process.
- INGRESS notifications will be distributed in the order they were created when multiple notifications are generated for the same course section.
- INGRESS usability improvements.

#### INGRESS 7.3
- A filter will be available for INGRESS Campus Administrators to limit the display for the Attendance Verification & Grade Report to include only course sections that instructors have already submitted attendance verification, midterm and final grades for the term.
- INGRESS processes will be run in parallel for each institution to improve performance.
- Conversion of PHP functions to PL/SQL.

#### INGRESS Release 7.3
- LMS Cloud Integration

#### INGRESS Release 8.0
- A solution will be implemented that enables an instructor who is also a student, or a former student at the same institution, to submit attendance verification and grades for her students.
- A new feature will turn-off the data extract or update procedure for an institution, if extreme latency or fatal errors are encountered that degrade the service.
- INGRESS will make an entry in the Error Log if it is unable to update a user's record in the LMS.
- Conversion of PHP functions to PL/SQL.

#### INGRESS Release 8.1
- A new notification will be distributed to System Administrators if a course is processed from BANNER for a semester that does not exist in the LMS.
- The final disposition of a course section or enrollment that was previously on-hold will be added to related notifications that are distributed to administrators.
- A feature will be implemented that enables Administrators to impersonate users.
- A feature will be implemented that enables System Administrators to change the accordion titles/labels on the INGRESS Administrator and Faculty Consoles.

#### INGRESS Release 8.2
- PHP framework updates.

---

**Important:** Release titles, descriptions, contents, and projected release dates are all tentative and subject to change. Release descriptions show a partial list of enhancements.